Risk for psychiatric and substance use disorders as a function of transitions in Sweden’s public educational system: a national study
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Abstract

Background. To clarify, in a national sample, associations between risk for seven psychiatric and substance use disorders and five key transitions in Sweden’s public educational system.

Methods. Swedish-born individuals (1972–1995, N = 1,997,910) were followed through 12-31-2018, at mean age 34.9. We predicted, from these educational transitions, risk for major depression (MD), obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), bipolar disorder (BD), schizophrenia (SZ), anorexia nervosa (AN), alcohol use disorder (AUD), and drug use disorder (DUD), assessed from Swedish national registers, by Cox regression, censoring individuals with onsets ≤17. We also predicted risk from the deviation of grades from family-genetic expectations (deviation 1) and from changes in grades from ages 16 to 19 (deviation 2).

Results. We observed four major risk patterns across transitions in our disorders: (i) MD and BD, (ii) OCD and SZ, (iii) AUD and DUD, and (iv) AN. Failing early educational transitions had the greatest impact on risk for OCD and SZ while for other disorders, not progressing from basic to upper high school had the largest effect. Completing vocational v. college-prep upper high school was strongly associated with risk for AUD and DUD, had little relation with MD, OCD, BD, and SZ risk, and was protective for AN. Deviation 1 predicted risk most strongly for SZ, AN, and MD. Deviation 2 predicted risk most strongly for SZ, AUD, and DUD.

Conclusions. The pattern of educational transitions and within family and within person development deviations are strongly and relatively specifically associated with future risk for seven psychiatric and substance-use disorders.

A substantial literature shows a range of associations between school performance in childhood and adolescence and later risk for psychiatric and substance use disorders (Isohanni et al., 1998; Pijnenburg et al., 2021). Most such studies are done in small to modest sized samples or examine only one or a few number measures (Isohanni et al., 1998; Sourander et al., 2009), and/or only one or a small number of disorders (e.g. Chong et al., 2009; Kessler, Foster, Saunders, & Stang, 1995). Further, most studies have included individuals with onset of illness prior to adulthood, which conflates prediction with cross-sectional association (Chong et al., 2009), or have used early mental health problems as predictors of later educational challenges (McLeod & Fettes, 2007). However, in contrast to educational performance, which is evaluated repeatedly over time in almost all school settings, symptoms of psychological, behavioral, and psychiatric illness are less frequently evaluated in late adolescence, even though this period is known to be a crucial time for life-long psychiatric vulnerability (Kessler et al., 2007).

A good demonstration of the power of cognitive performance predictors of later psychiatric illness has been the set of papers generated from linking the Israeli Draft Board Registry with the National Psychiatric Hospitalization Case Registry (Davidson et al., 1999). These studies have found that cognitive performance difficulties predict a range of later disorders, with some distinctions among them such as a worse cognitive performance in draftees who later went on to develop schizophrenia compared with those who developed non-psychotic bipolar disorder (Reichenberg et al., 2002). However, the pattern of relationship of adolescent cognitive and educational performance with the broad range of later psychiatric diagnosis is poorly understood.

Within many school systems, children are sorted at multiple stages as a function of their school performance. This sorting process represents a large-scale ‘social’ experiment that is the focus of this manuscript. We examine a cohort of ~2 million children born in Sweden.
from 1972 to 1995 and followed through five key binary educational transitions up through age 19. We then examine the impact of each transition on risk for seven diverse psychiatric and substance use disorders, as assessed using Swedish national registers: major depression (MD), obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), bipolar disorder (BD), schizophrenia (SZ), anorexia nervosa (AN), alcohol use disorder (AUD), and drug use disorder (DUD). We are particularly interested in determining the patterns across these educational transitions and the degree to which they are similar or distinctive among the various disorders as well as the degree to which disorder risk is predicted by the deviation of grades from family-genetic expectations (deviation 1) and from changes in grades from ages 16 to 19 (deviation 2).

Methods

We collected longitudinal information on individuals from Swedish population-based registers with national coverage linking each person’s unique personal identification number which, to preserve confidentiality, was replaced with a serial number by Statistics Sweden. We secured ethical approval for this study from the Regional Ethical Review Board in Lund and no participant consent was required as the analyses were based on secondary data (No. 2008/409 and later amendments). In the database, we included age of first registration for the seven disorders: MD, OCD, BD, SZ, AN, AUD, and DUD, utilizing ICD-8, 9, and 10 codes from the seven groups are described. The groups are slightly different substantially from 14,000 who did not finish basic high school to over 230,000 who finished upper high school. Table 1 also contains the prevalence rates for the seven disorders under consideration. They ranged widely from 0.2% for SZ to 56.0% for AN. When observing the educational transition differences within and between the seven disorders considered. The general HRs associated with the educational transitions were highest for DUD, AUD, and SZ, intermediate for BD, low for MD and OCD, and lowest for AN.

Educational transitions and risk for illness

In Fig. 1 and Table 2, we outline the sample sizes of the seven partially overlapping groups based upon their levels of educational attainment in the national Swedish educational system: (i) did not complete basic high school (group C); (ii) completed basic high school at a typical age (15 or 16) (group D1); (iii) completed basic high school at an older than typical age (≥17) (group D2); (iv) did not start upper high school (group E); (v) started but did not complete upper high school (group F); (vi) finished upper college preparation high school (group G1); and (vii) finished vocational upper high school (group G2). Sample sizes varied substantially from 14,000 who did not finish basic high school to over 230,000 who finished upper high school. Table 1 also contains the prevalence rates for the seven disorders under consideration. They ranged widely from 0.2% for SZ to 17.6% for MD. Table 1 also notes the proportion of all those cases censored from our analyses due to a first diagnostic registration prior to age 17, which ranged from 7.2% for SZ to 56.0% for AN.

Results

Description of our sample

Our sample included all individuals born in Sweden from 1972 to 1995 to Swedish-born parents and residing in Sweden at age 19 (N = 1,997,910). During our study period, all Swedish children go to school for at least 9 years from the year they turn 7, as mandated by the Swedish Education Act. They were all followed up through 12-31-2018, at which point they had a mean (S.D.) age of 34.9 (7.1). Table 1 provides further descriptive statistics of our sample as a function of educational attainment, in particular, the proportion living in deprived and urban areas and coming from a broken home or a home with low parental education (for definition see Appendix Table 1). As expected, on average, subjects who attained higher levels of education tended to be less likely to come from deprived areas or broken homes or to have parents with low educational attainment.

For descriptive purposes, we examine

Based on information from two national school registers, we created seven partially overlapping groups for different educational transitions. The first register contains a grade point average from the compulsory basic high school at the end of grade nine (usually at age 16). The second register contains a grade point average from upper high school (usually at age 18-19), information if an individual started upper high school but did not obtain any grades, and orientation (vocational or pre-college). In Fig. 1, the seven groups are described. The groups are slightly different for each disorder, as we excluded individuals with a registration of the disorder prior to age 17.

For each of the seven disorders, we performed five different Cox regression models. The first model investigated the future risk of a disorder as a function of the first educational transition shown in Fig. 1 [did not v. did complete basic high school (C v. D)] until the end of the follow-up (date of disorder, death, emigration, or 12-31-2018), while controlling for year of birth and sex. The same model was required as the analyses were based on secondary data (No. 2008/409 and later amendments). As expected, on average, subjects who attained higher levels of education tended to be less likely to come from deprived areas or broken homes or to have parents with low educational attainment.

In the sub-sample of individuals who completed both basic high school and upper high school (G in Fig. 1), we included the grade point average at age 16, the grade point average at age 19, and based on educational information on first to fifth degree relatives, a familial-genetic potential for educational attainment (FGPEA). All three variables were transformed into Z-scores with a mean 0 and S.D. 1 (see Appendix Table 2). For each of the seven disorders, we performed a Cox regression model with follow-up to date of disorder, death, emigration, or 12-31-2018 while controlling for year of birth and sex. The main predictor variables were educational achievement at age 16, the deviation of that achievement from the expected level based on the FGPEA and the change in level of educational achievement between ages 16 and 19. All analyses were performed using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, 2012).
progressing from basic to upper high school. The HR then declined for the last two transitions with the final transition having a HR of 1.2.

The second pattern, seen for both OCD and SZ, presented risks that were at their highest and very similar across the first three transitions, declining substantially with the fourth and fifth transitions. The final transition did not differ from unity for SZ and was slightly below unity for OCD.

The third pattern of risks, seen for AUD and DUD, was characterized by the HR falling from the first to second transition, rising dramatically for the third transition, and then decreasing again for the fourth and fifth transitions. Unlike the first and second patterns, for these two disorders, the final transition was associated with a relatively robust HR of $\sim 1.8$.

The fourth pattern was unique to AN. It resembled the pattern seen for MD and BD with one striking difference. The HR then declined for the last two transitions with the final transition – vocational v. pre-college upper high school – having a HR of 1.2.

The second pattern, seen for both OCD and SZ, presented risks that were at their highest and very similar across the first three transitions, declining substantially with the fourth and fifth transitions. The final transition did not differ from unity for SZ and was slightly below unity for OCD.

The third pattern of risks, seen for AUD and DUD, was characterized by the HR falling from the first to second transition, rising dramatically for the third transition, and then decreasing again for the fourth and fifth transitions. Unlike the first and second patterns, for these two disorders, the final transition was associated with a relatively robust HR of $\sim 1.8$.

The fourth pattern was unique to AN. It resembled the pattern seen for MD and BD with one striking difference. The fourth transition was associated with a strong protective effect – that is, higher rates of AN were seen in those enrolled in the pre-college upper high school.

In Appendix Fig. 1, we examine differences in the results presented in Fig. 2 in males and females. Of the 35 contrasts, using a nominal $p$-value of 0.01, 17 were statistically significant, clearly above chance expectations. Of note, all six differences seen for MD and OCD were significantly stronger for females while all seven differences seen in AUD and DUD were significantly stronger in males. BD and SZ together had five differences, four stronger in males and one in females.

Figure 3 presents the HRs for the seven disorders from a multivariable model with three predictors: (i) educational achievement at age 16, (ii) the deviation from family-genetic expectations and development changes from ages 16–19.
Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the different samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G1: Pre-college upper secondary school</th>
<th>G2: Vocational education</th>
<th>G3: – Pre-college upper high school</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of registrations</td>
<td>Prior to age 17</td>
<td>Overall among those who started and finished upper secondary school or did not finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>351,980 (63.6%)</td>
<td>35,655 (67.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCD</td>
<td>29,408 (1.9%)</td>
<td>35,655 (67.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>29,945 (1.9%)</td>
<td>34,381 (39.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZ</td>
<td>4159 (0.6%)</td>
<td>3405 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN</td>
<td>76,548 (3.8%)</td>
<td>73,471 (8.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUD</td>
<td>100,777 (5.8%)</td>
<td>96,731 (11.3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(A) Individual who did not attend upper secondary school</th>
<th>(B) Prior to age 17</th>
<th>(C) Total number of registrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>14,013 (4.0%)</td>
<td>36,870 (36.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCD</td>
<td>15,288 (6.0%)</td>
<td>15,728 (6.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>14,931 (5.0%)</td>
<td>17,869 (7.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZ</td>
<td>363 (7.7%)</td>
<td>973 (9.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN</td>
<td>3409 (6.0%)</td>
<td>9734 (15.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUD</td>
<td>46,741 (10.4%)</td>
<td>103,371 (23.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The patterns observed across our seven disorders were quite variable. AUD and DUD were distinctive and similar with substantial HRs associated with poor educational achievement at age 16, very little risk resulting from falling short of family-genetic expectations, and a moderate risk for those whose educational achievement declined from ages 16 to 19. SZ and OCD resembled one another in one important way—the strongest risk factor was deviation from the educational expectations based on their FGPEA. However, they differed in that grades at age 16 and the change in grades from 16 to 19 were unrelated to risk for OCD but impacted substantially on risk for SZ, as declining grades in SZ was the strongest predictor of all, outside the substance use disorders. All risks were quite modest for MD and BD. For MD, low educational attainment was the strongest risk while for BD, educational attainment and the deviation from family-genetic expectations were of similar modest effect. Results from AN were again unique. Low educational attainment was protective for AN as was doing more poorly in school at age 19 compared to 16. Deviating downward from family-genetic expectations, however, increased risk modestly.

Discussion

The current study combined educational, medical, and criminal registries in Sweden to include almost 2 million young people with data on individual educational attainment and longitudinal academic performance, family-genetic potential for educational achievement (FGPEA), and registrations for a range of psychiatric and substance use disorders in adulthood. FGPEA, change over time from 16 to 19 years of age in school performance, and individual educational transitions all predicted later registration for a psychiatric diagnosis, in most cases independently. The pattern of findings differed robustly across diagnostic groups, with four separate patterns of educational transition-based risk observed. These results support and extend previous findings and facilitate additional conclusions about the strong associations of familial and educational measures with later psychiatric and substance use diagnoses. To our knowledge, this is the first study to use FGPEA, cross-sectional educational attainment and performance, and longitudinal change in individual educational performance as predictors of later diagnosis. These variables all contributed differently to the distinction between diagnostic groups and support the value of evaluating all of these risk factors independently in each disorder. Space limitations preclude a complete consideration of the complex pattern of results, but the most striking findings are considered below.

Among the educational transitions, the most powerful comparison was typically between those who did not attend upper high school, who had far more registrations of all later adult disorders compared to those who went on to vocational or pre-college upper high school. The smallest difference was between those who completed vocational vs. pre-college upper high school, even though students who attended vocational school did not perform as well academically. These results suggest that successfully completing any upper high school was protective compared to not attending at all.

Deviation from FGPEA was also a robust predictor of later diagnosis, which we have reported on previously (Kendler, Ohlsson, Mezuk, Sundquist, & Sundquist, 2016a). The power of deviation from FGPEA was particularly strong—with hazard ratios above 1.2—in SZ, OCD, BD, and AN. In our previous work (Kendler, Ohlsson, Keefe, Sundquist, & Sundquist, 2018a),
Fig. 2. The relationship between five distinct educational transitions and risk for major depression (MD), obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), bipolar disorder (BD), schizophrenia (SZ), anorexia nervosa (AN), alcohol use disorder (AUD), and drug use disorder (DUD). The y-axis represents the hazard ratio for the specific disorder (±95% confidence intervals) associated with each transition, as calculated by a Cox regression model. See our Methods section for details. For the interpretation of each transition, see our Methods section and/or Fig. 1. For example, results for MD for the first transition ‘C v. D’ reflects the hazard ratio for MD in individuals who did not v. did complete basic high school (C v. D in Fig. 1).

Fig. 3. The prediction of risk for major depression (MD), obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), bipolar disorder (BD), schizophrenia (SZ), anorexia nervosa (AN), alcohol use disorder (AUD), and drug use disorder (DUD) from three variables in a multivariate cox regression: (i) average school grades at age 17 (grades), (ii) the deviation of those grades from family-genetic expectations for educational attainment (deviation 1), and (ii) the changes in grades from ages 17 to 19 (deviation 2). Family-genetic expectations educational attainment was calculated from first to fifth degree relatives using the familial-genetic potential for educational attainment (FGPEA), detailed in the Appendix Table 2. See Methods for further details.
based upon a smaller sample that was included in the current database, \( \text{FGP}_{\text{LA}} \) predicted autism spectrum disorders and SZ robustly and OCD and ADHD more modestly.

The time period from age 16 to 19 is a crucial time for social and brain development (Blakemore, 2012) and educational attainment, which is associated with future financial potential (Borghans, Golsteyn, Heckman, & Humphries, 2016; French, Homer, Popovici, & Robins, 2015). Given that this period often shapes the direction that a young adult will follow and has a potential impact on long-term success and happiness, it is surprising that very few studies have investigated the impact of educational changes over this time period on later psychiatric illnesses which emphasizes the importance of the current findings. In the current study, worsening grades from age 16 to 19 were a strong predictor of risk for SZ, AUD, and DUD, and were protective for AN. These findings suggest that a progressive decline in student performance is a cause for heightened concern beyond the standard apprehension regarding loss of education in that it may portend later mental illness. Given that the observation of performance decline in high school can be based upon a data set that is collected repeatedly as a matter of course and is immediately available, it offers a cost-effective way of identifying young people who may benefit most from additional services and treatment.

The robust prediction of SZ with all four predictors is novel. Students who would later develop SZ performed more poorly at age 16, their performance worsened from age 16 to 19, they performed more poorly than the expectations set by the cognitive performance of their family members as a whole, and they were more likely to fail to make the educational transitions we evaluated. While multiple studies have demonstrated the value of early cognitive decline (Reichenberg et al., 2010), educational performance (Bilder et al., 2006; Fuller et al., 2002), and IQ (Schulz, Sundin, Leask, & Done, 2014) in predicting SZ, a decline in performance during late adolescence has not been established in large population-based samples such as this one. In fact, some previous studies have suggested that change over time in full-scale IQ did not predict later SZ (Khandaker, Barnett, White, & Jones, 2011). However, other results using clinic-based cognitive performance changes over time in young people at risk for psychosis in much smaller samples (Lam et al., 2018) have suggested that cross-sectional and longitudinal differences are independently predictive of later psychosis. Together, these results offer promise for a more refined prediction of SZ onset (Woorton & Cannon, 2021) with orthogonal contributions from measures of future patient performance at multiple time points and their relation to other sources, particularly family cognitive ability (Kendler et al., 2016a, 2016b; Kendler et al., 2018a). Further, these data conflict with previous studies (Reichenberg et al., 2005; Schulz et al., 2014) that have suggested that only the lowest levels of IQ and cognitive performance predict later SZ. In our sample, it is likely that very low-IQ individuals would never have passed on to upper education levels and so were not represented in those analyses. Yet our data suggest that even at the higher levels of educational transition, those who will later develop SZ perform more poorly and are likely to be transitioned to a lower level of education as a result.

The strongest predictor among those we studied was grade performance in students who would later develop drug or alcohol use disorder. Students who never started secondary school were at 4–5 times greater risk for developing one of the use disorders compared to those who enrolled in vocational or pre-college secondary schools. Those who enrolled in vocational school were at almost two times greater risk compared with those who entered a pre-college program. Further, overall grade performance was associated with a HR greater than 2, and declining grades from 16 to 19 years of age added further risk. While our methodology excluded those participants, who developed diagnosable conditions prior to age 17, it is possible that some young people were abusing substances sufficiently to impair school performance without being registered for a substance use disorder either via the medical or criminal registries diagnosis. Thus, the predictive power of these educational factors may be biased upward by the inclusion in our sample of young people who were abusing drugs or alcohol enough to impair their school performance without a formal diagnosis prior to age 17. However, previous analyses using statistical approaches that infer causality on a version of this Swedish database (Kendler et al., 2018a) have suggested that the direction of causality runs from low early academic achievement in high school to later drug abuse.

The predictive value of educational transition was very different across disorders. While it was quite robust in several of the disorders and transitions, for AN it was the smallest at each transition comparison. Strikingly, only in the AN group was the transition to vocational school v. pre-college associated with substantially reduced risk. Further, only in AN was better educational performance associated with a higher risk of developing a disorder. The AN group was also the only one in which grades and deviation from family-genetic cognitive estimates were predictive in opposite directions, with an increase in adult AN registration predicted by better grades and worse cognitive performance compared to family-genetic expectations. Given the presence of increased anxiety in children who later develop eating disorders (Raney et al., 2008) and the power of perceived familial pressure in anorexia (Tozzi, Sullivan, Fear, McKenzie, & Bulik, 2003), the data in our study may point toward the possibility that a less stressful academic environment and approach may be protective against AN but that deviation from family-genetic expectations is still a potential stressor. However, it is also reasonable to speculate that social pressures for thinness may have been stronger in the pre-college than vocational upper high schools. These results are consistent with models of stress and perfectionism in educational performance in young people who have developed or will develop future anorexia, particularly those whose academic aspirations exceed their intellectual abilities (Schilder, Sternheim, Aarts, van Elburg, & Danner, 2021).

A wealth of literature has compared the cognitive profiles and history of BD to that of SZ and MD. Patients with BD tend to have cognitive impairment profiles that are slightly more severe than patients with MD but far less severe than patients with SZ (Reichenberg et al., 2009). Previous prospective studies in Israel (Reichenberg et al., 2002), the Netherlands (Vonk et al., 2012), and England (Schulz et al., 2014) that have predicted SZ from premorbid cognitive profiles have failed to predict BD. This study supports these findings, as the educational attainment patterns in BD resemble that of MD much more than that of SZ, yet is inconsistent with molecular genetic results where the genetic correlation of BD is considerably higher with SZ than with MD (Cross-Disorder Group of the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium, 2019).

An additional pattern worth noting is that in the profiles in Figs 2 and 3, OCD resembles, in a more muted form, the pattern seen for SZ in terms of educational transition and deviation from \( \text{FGP}_{\text{EA}} \) and is thereby differentiated from the other five disorders. In both OCD and SZ, not attending high school at all had...
considerable relative predictive value. Similar findings from the Dunedin Multidisciplinary Health and Developmental study suggested premorbid cognitive deficits in young people who later develop OCD (Grisham, Anderson, Poulton, Moffitt, & Andrews, 2009) or SZ (Reichenberg et al., 2010). It is possible that for both disorders, early cognitive and/or social difficulties lead to the termination of educational involvement as well as adult onset of full blown disorders.

Limitations

These results should be interpreted in the context of six potential limitations. First, these data reflect the risk for psychiatric disorders in young people in Sweden. The generalization of these data to other countries, particularly those with very different educational systems, may be limited. Second, the validity of our analyses is dependent on the quality of diagnoses in the Swedish registries. This has been studied and supported for the Swedish medical registries in general (Ludvigsson et al., 2011). The validity of MD diagnoses is supported by its prevalence, sex ratio, sibling and twin correlations, and associations with well-documented psychosocial risk factors (Kendler, Ohlsson, Lichtenstein, Sundquist, & Sundquist, 2018b; Sundquist, Ohlsson, Sundquist, & Kendler, 2017) and specific studies have supported the validity of diagnoses for SZ, BD, OCD, and AN (Birgegård et al., 2022; Ekholm et al., 2005; Lichtenstein et al., 2006; Rück et al., 2015; Sellgren, Landen, Lichtenstein, Hultman, & Langstrom, 2011). The validity of our definitions of AUD and DUD are reinforced by the high rates of concordance for registration observed across our ascertainment methods (Kendler et al., 2012, 2015), and the similarity of genetic epidemiological findings for AUD and DUD in Sweden compared to those in other samples (Kendler, Maes, Sundquist, Ohlsson, & Sundquist, 2013; Kendler et al., 2012, 2015, 2016b).

Third, the findings reported in this study suggest associations and do not reveal in any definitive manner the direction of causality. For example, while the developmental course of SZ might suggest that these educational attainment predictors precede the onset of illness, in drug and alcohol use disorders, subclinical abuse symptoms, or a full syndrome that had not yet come to medical attention or produced a criminal record, an undetected disorder may be the cause of the educational difficulties. Our uncertainty about the direction of causation in these analyses illustrates our lack of knowledge about what features of social, psychological, and/or cognitive development precede overt signs of major psychiatric illness. Is it possible that failed educational transitions might serve, among vulnerable populations, as one additional set of rough indicators of possible illness? Further, it is possible for any of the disorders that the young people in the study had not been observed sufficiently to be registered with a diagnosis before the age of 17. To the extent that this occurred, our analyses point to the association of grades and child disorders, and not their predictive value for adult disorders.

Fourth, on average, our cohort was in their mid-30s at the end of follow-up, and we would likely have missed a small number of later age at onset cases of our disorders. Fifth, for practical reasons relating to sample size and availability of data, we confined our analyses to native-born Swedes of Swedish parents, so our results do not necessarily apply to immigrant populations in Sweden.

Sixth, it is worthwhile to obtain another perspective – beyond our use of the hazard ratio – on the value of educational transitions in predicting risk of illness. In Appendix Figs 2 and 3, we show the positive and negative predictive values (PPV and NPV) of each of our educational transitions at predicting our seven disorders. As can be seen, the values of the observed PPVs are markedly affected by prevalence, being highest in MD and lowest for SZ and AN. None are close to high enough to be of clinical utility. The NPVs present the mirror picture.

Conclusions

In this study of almost 2 million young people in Sweden, sorting young individuals by school performance reveals a robust relationship with risk for a range of psychiatric disorders. These results suggest that familial-genetic cognitive measures and educational measures collected on the basis of school performance and placement predict later psychiatric and behavioral disorders with a set of diagnosis-specific patterns and ranges of severity. The use of these measures in further research is warranted in school settings to facilitate the identification of individuals and groups of young individuals that are at risk for specific psychiatric and substance use disorders.
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